Cold Meze

V

KAFTERI

V

TZATZIKI

V SKORDALIA

smooth puree of potato and garlic 6

sauteed spicy peppers with crumbled feta 8

V MELITZANOSALATA

Greek yogurt, shredded cucumber and
garlic spread 7

fire roasted eggplant with tomato
and parsley 7

TARAMOSALATA

PIKILIA DIPS

taramosalata, tzatziki and melitzanosalata

fluffy cod roe spread 7

Sm 12; Lrg 16

GREEK TAPAS

two of each, served over toasted pita wedge:
-chopped octopus, roasted red peppers and celery, in light vinegrette
-fileted white sardines topped with diced jalapenos
-chopped halloumi, tomato, beets and kalamata olives
-bastourma (cured beef) with spring salad, almonds in a
mandarin vinegrette 16

enjoy our

V

Vegeterian

V Vegan
options

OVELIA (o-ve-le-a) the ancient ritual of cooking lamb
on a spit over an open flame

Hot Meze

PSISTARIA (psi-sta-ria) traditional Greek grill house

KEFTEDAKIA

seasoned lamb & beef
meatballs pan fried in evoo 9

V FRIED FETA CUBES

Feta cheese in a sesame
seed batter, drizzled with honey 9.5
BAKED STUFFED CLAMS

freshly shucked little neck clams stuffed with
our jumbo lump crab stuffing 15

TIRIA PIKILIA (cheese assortment)

broiled feta, kefalograviera and
grilled halloumi cheeses 16

OVELIA PIKILIA (meat assortment)
sauteed sweetbreads, veal liver,
chicken, pork and ovelia loukaniko 22

FRIED KALAMARI breaded in flour and semolina 10
GRILLED KALAMARI well seasoned grilled till tender 11

V

XTAPODI STIN SXARA Portuguese octopus

braised in red wine then grilled 15

until soft 8

assortment of grilled or fried squash
and eggplants served with skordalia 10
beans in fresh tomato and onion sauce 9
GRILLED HALLOUMI cheese served over

a bed of prosciutto topped with roasted
red pepper 9

hand grated zucchini croquettes 9
SAGANAKI kefalograviera cheese broiled

V KOLOKITHIA MELITZANES

V GIGANTES PLAKI freshly baked lima

KOLOKITHOKEFTEDES

OVELIA LOUKANIKO

our family recipe house made sausage 9,5

V

SPANAKOPITA house made hand

wrapped spinach pie 9
KONTOSOUVLI slow roasted rotisserie pork 11

Large parties may be subject to a special service charge.

